
• The main take away from this contract is that you are 
getting a price higher than the current market.

• In exchange for getting a higher price, you will get an 
unknown quantity pending how it acts during the life of the 
contract.  In this example,You know you will get a price of 
4.20 but you don’t know how many bushels you will get.

• The further out in time you price, the higher price the you 
can accumulate.  IE if its Oct 1, a July 2020 accumulator will 
have a higher price than a March 2020.  This is because you 
are giving up more time for the market to move around.

• These tend to work well as a part of a new crop selling 
strategy and markets that are moving sideways.  Given it 
has a double up feature, conservative volume is a key so it’s 
a good contract to start their new crop selling.

• There is a double up with this product if at expiration the 
futures contract is at or above the accumulation level. 



• Similar to the previous accumulator, but now you have a 
guaranteed quantity if you are knocked out.   

• In exchange for the guaranteed quantity the pricing you will get 
is somewhat unknown upfront.

• You can still get favorable pricing vs the current market, but it 
wont be as attractive as the last version as you know you will 
price a certain quantity.

• There is still an unknown quantity aspect to this as there is a 
double up so again the farmer needs to approach conservatively 
in case his volume doubles up.

• Similar to the last version, the value of this accumulates gets 
higher the further out in time you price.

• Again, this has a double up feature if at expiration the futures 
level is at or above the accumulation level.   



• In this contract the farmer gets a premium for his corn 
today in exchange for an agreement to sell corn in the 
futures if its at or above a certain price level.

• The farmer will need to agree to sell a like quantity in the 
future if by a certain date the market price is there or 
higher.  

• Similar to the accumulator, the further out that second 
like quantity is set the higher the premium is for his 
current corn.

• So the farmer gets a premium today in exchange for an 
unknown quantity/price risk on futures bushels.  

• Always need to keep in mind the potential double up 
that exists if the market settles above the strike level.


